## Scaffold Fittings

### Fixed Coupler Heavy Duty
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Forged Steel and the Specifications are as per BS-1139 Standard. For pipe of 48.3mm X 48.3mm.

### Swivel Coupler
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Forged Steel and the Specifications are as per BS-1139 Standard. For pipe of 48.3mm X 48.3mm.

### Putlog Coupler
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The Body is sheeted and the Cap is forged and the specifications are as per BS-1139 For Pipe of 48.3mm X 48.3mm.
# Scaffold Fittings

**Fixed Coupler**
- Made from 4-5mm thick sheet, as per BS-1139 Standard
- For pipe of 48.3mm X 48.3mm.

**Swivel Coupler**
- Made from 4-5mm thick sheet, as per BS-1139 Standard.
- For pipe of 48.3mm X 48.3mm.

**Fixed Coupler Light Duty**
- Made from 3mm Thick Sheet.
- For pipe of 48.3mm X 48.3mm.
**Scaffold Fittings**

**Swivel Coupler Light Duty**
- Made from 3mm Thick Sheet.
- For pipe of 48.3mm X 48.3mm.

**Fixed Combination Coupler**
- Made from 4-5mm thick sheet, as per BS-1139 Standard.
- For Pipe of 48.3mm X 60mm.

**Swivel Combination Coupler**
- Made from 4-5mm thick sheet, as per BS-1139 Standard
- For Pipe of 48.3mm X 60mm.
Girder Coupler

The Body is made from 12mm and the cap from 4-5mm thick sheet.
For pipe of 48.3mm.

Toe Board Coupler

Made from 4-5mm thick sheet, as per BS-1139 Standard.
For Pipe of 48.3mm.

Sleeve Coupler

Made from 4-5mm thick sheet, as per BS-1139 Standard.
For pipe of 48.3mm X 48.3mm.